DESIGN SOLUTION
RETAIL

PROJECT

The Urban Grape
Boston, MA

DETAILS

SonaSpray “fc” White
1/2” Thick
2,500 Sq. Ft.

ARCHITECT

Oudens Ello Architecture
Boston, MA

The distinguished owners of the Urban Grape dreamed
of creating a neighborhood wine store centered around
community, memories and joy through the experience of
wine. Attention to acoustic performance was imperative
on this project in order to create an ambience aligned
with this concept.
The concrete coffered ceiling created a challenge due
to the echo and deafening reverberation it produced.
This challenge was effectively resolved by the innovative
architects at Oudens Ello who made the brilliant decision
to have 0.5” of SonaSpray “fc” white applied over the
ceiling. This clean, crisp application provides state of
the art acoustical control while maintaining the ceiling’s

original, rustic construction look. The application at 0.5”
produces an outstanding Noise Reduction Coefficient
of 65%.
SonaSpray outperforms all other acoustic remediation
products on the market today. Noise reductions of
65% to 90% are common results achieved from using
this product. SonaSpray is Class I fire rated, meeting
all local and state code requirements. This product
provides an attractive, high performance solution
to acoustical and lighting design objectives in both
new construction and renovation projects. Typical
applications include: worship centers, hospitals,
schools, ballrooms, retail outlets, theatres, libraries,
concert venues, terminals and many more. SonaSpray
“fc” is available in white, arctic white and black, and
is also available in custom colors making it ideal for
your next project.
Contact International Cellulose Corporation
today at (800) 444-1252 or visit us online at
www.spray-on.com for complete details on how ICC
can improve your building projects. ICC also offers
architects an AIA/CES HSW SD Lunch N Learn
program both live and on-line on the subject of
Solving Architectural Noise Problems.
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